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Introduction

20
The choice of material for a given structural problem requires a careful 21 balance of strength, stiffness, cost, durability and relative static and dynamic 
36
Properties of cellular materials have been the subject of many studies 37 (Reid et al. (1983) , Stronge and Shim (1987) , Reid and Peng (1997) , Desh- of thin-walled metal tubes were carried out by Stronge and Shim (1987) . The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the manu-123 facturing process of lattice structures. In Section 3, quasi-static stress-strain 124 curves and associated failure modes of lattice structure samples are assessed.
125
The experimental impact response of lattice structure samples is discussed in 126 Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 some implications of the work are discussed.
127
A numerical modelling study of the quasi-static and dynamic collapose of 128 these lattice materials has been conducted in parallel and the results of this 129 will be published in a forthcoming paper. 
142
In this work, lattice samples are manufactured from spherical grade 5
143
Ti6Al4V powder with 45-110 ñm particle size using an ARCAM S12 EBM 
Relative densities of the ideal structures for cubic, diamond and re-entrant The quasi-static stress-strain response of the cubic lattice structure, shown 180 in Figure 4a , is effectively elastic before brittle failure; this is to be expected,
181
from the unit cell geometry, which does not encourage plastic deformation.
182
Instead, the failure mechanism is similar to that shown for a brittle foam by 
238
Elastic modulus E, yield stress σ y and absorbed energy (up to densifica- (a) 
The HPB tests in the absence of lattice structure specimens
344
These tests were conducted to establish the baseline impact stress-time 
348
Examples of typical stress-time histories are shown in Figure 9 .
349
The key points to note here are the high magnitude of the peak stresses, and diamond specimens and by ∼250 % by the re-entrant cube specimens.
The HPB tests on five-layer specimens
388
The cubic and diamond lattices appear to be marginally more efficient in 389 temporally spreading the load than the re-entrant cube lattice. This differ-390 ence would be magnified on a weight-specific basis, as the re-entrant cube 391 specimens have higher density.
392
In the low kinetic energy tests (i.e. the low velocity 7-9 m/s-steel im- . In all cases, oscillations can be seen on the plateau load.
406
The high speed video records shows that these oscillations are associated ing that this is purely a function of the resistance of the lattice. There are 416 differences in the densification spike, but these may be explained primarily 417 through differences in the impact velocity.
418
At higher velocity, there is a marked difference between the distal and 419 impact face loads, unlike in single-layer samples (Figures 17 and 19) . In the case of the diamond lattice, the impact face load shows a pronounced 421 initial peak, followed by a plateau load which is some 60-75% greater than 422 the plateau load measured on the distal face in a slightly slower impact. The der high-speed impact loading is similar to that seen in this study for Type In design of sacrificial protective systems, this information is necessary to al-
530
low the designer to assess the effect of the reduction in intensity of loading on 531 a protected structure. This work also demonstrates that there is significant 532 scope for lattice structures to serve in a number of protective applications. 
